
LOCKSTRAPS LOCKING TIE DOWN STRAP

•  8.5ft long with soft extension
• 2 combination locking carabiners
•  8 braided stainless steel cable inside strap
ORDER NO MFG NO
0345-1000 101 

LOCKSTRAPS TIE DOWN ACCESSORIES

LOCKSTRAPS EXTRA SOFT TIE EXTENSION

•  Extend the Lockstrap without scratching your stuff!
•  Great for street bikes and cruisers
ORDER NO MFG NO
0345-1008 201 

LOCKSTRAPS 24? EXTENSION

•  Use it like a big bike lock, securing all of your stuff at the same time
•  Great for tools, equipment, motorcycles, and anything you leave laying around 
ORDER NO MFG NO
0345-1016 301 

LOCKSTRAPS LOCKWRAPS

These neoprene covers are designed to keep the ice and snow out of the locks. Sold 
in packs of two.
ORDER NO MFG NO 
0345-1024 501 

LOCKSTRAPS BAR BAG

This item is designed to carry your lockstrap or any other items you might want to 
get your hands on. (phone wallet etc..) The bag is 11 inches long and 6 inches wide. 
It is padded with an insulation in case you would like to put a bottle of fluid in it. 
It connects directly to your handle bars or any thing else as it has Velcro straps to 
secure the Lockstraps bag.
ORDER NO MFG NO 
0345-1032 601 

LOCKSTRAPS AIR TRANSFER CABLE

This item is designed to transfer air from one tire to another. Lets say you are driving 
in the middle of nowhere and you get a flat tire. You grab your spare only to find that 
it is out of air. This hose will allow you to transfer air from all three of your other tires
to fill it until you get to a safe area. This will work for auto, bicycle, motorcycle, or any 
other purpose that uses the same connection. The hose is 10 feet long for easy use 
ORDER NO MFG NO 
0345-1040 701 

LOCKSTRAPS SINGLE LOCKING CARABINER

Perfect for use on anything you need to lock up: skis snowboards, tools wheelchairs, 
strollers, saddles, etc. Up to 500lbs
ORDER NO MFG NO 
0345-1048 801 

LOCKSTRAPS 2' HELMENT/JACKET LOCK

Now you don’t have to carry around your heavy street bike jacket or leave your hel-
mets on the seat. You can lock all of them together and then lock them to your bike. 
This lock is also great for carrying in your pack to lock up your dirt bike, bicycle, etc. 
Perfect for use on anything you need to lock up: skis snowboards, tools wheelchairs, 
strollers, saddles, etc.
ORDER NO MFG NO 
0345-1056 901 
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On our website you can discover more about stands and lifts.

https://www.powersportsid.com/lockstraps/
https://www.powersportsid.com/stands-lift.html



